mSeller – What’s new
Customer Pie Chart
It's now even easier to view a
customer's previous sale activity.
Simply tap on the pie chart icon to
reveal a pie chart, revealing
invoice/outstanding order values.

Call Log History
(Enterprise Only)
Need to refer back to call logs quickly
and easily? It's now possible. Simply
highlight a customer record and tap on
the 'Call Logs' bar to reveal historical
visit logs.

Collected Quote History
(Enterprise Only)
mSeller now has the ability to check
collected quotations via both the customer
and product screen. Supervisors can see
quotes made by each and all members of
the entire sales force. Users can easily
convert old quotes to new orders.

Product Sales History
(Enterprise Only)
mSeller Enterprise users now have the
ability to browse order and invoice
history per individual item. This useful
information can be displayed and
hidden within seconds, whether taking
an order or simply browsing the
catalogue.
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Insufficient Stock Notification
(Enterprise Only)
Overselling can lead to disappointment from all
parties, which is why we have made it possible to
notify the sales team when attempting to add
products with insufficient stock available to meet
their customer's order. This gives the sales force the
option to place on back order, or decline.

Split Summary (Enterprise
Only)
With just a simple scroll of the finger, the sales
force can now view analysis of products
available for instant and future delivery within
a single transaction...another time-consuming
task diminished with the powerful tools of
mSeller.

Even easier product
filtering
We've made it even easier for users to
filter their product search with the
introduction of our new on-screen
drop-down facility, containing your
company's category, subcategory and
promotional groups. The dropdowns
are designed in such a way to make it
almost impossible to return zero
results. Most importantly, users now
have the ability to access and filter all
products from just one screen.
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Coming Soon mSeller for iPhone and
iPod Touch
For over three years, mSeller for iPad
has transformed businesses globally,
with its rich and powerful features. We
are now delighted to announce that our
iPhone and iPod Touch version of
mSeller will be available soon. This app
contains all the fantastic features of
mSeller for iPad, plus more. The
powerful scanning tool allows users to
search for items and place orders in
seconds. A super ordering app that fits
into the back pocket!

Want to know more?
Get In Touch
Tel: +44(0)208 508 8008
Email: sales@mseller.co.uk
Web: www.mseller.co.uk
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